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P r o b l e m. A man of height h walks away from a lamp hanging at a

height H with a velocity u. Determine the velocity of the tip of the man’s

shadow.
S o l u t i o n. First let us establish the law of motion

of the tip of the shadow.
Depicting the man at an arbitrary distance x1

from O, we find that the tip of his shadow is at x2.

This is the equation of motion for the tip of theThis is the equation of motion for the tip of the

shadow M, provided the equation of motion for the

man, i.e., x1 = f(t) , is known.







Hence, the path lies on a circular cylinder of radius l, the axis of which is

coincident with the z axis.

Thus, the path of the particle is the line of intersection of a

sinusoidal surface, whose generators are parallel to the y

axis, with the cylindrical surface of radius l. This curve is

called a screw.





S o l u t i o n. Let us develop the equations of

motion of point M:













P r o b l e m. A flywheel of radius R = 1.2 m rotates uniformly, making n

= 90 rpm. Determine the linear velocity and acceleration of a point on the rim

of the flywheel.





Problem. The weight B rotates a shaft of radius r with gear 1 and radius r1

mounted on it. The weight starts moving from rest with a constant acceleration

a. Develop the equation of rotation of the gear 2 of radius r2 which is meshed

with gear 1.





P r o b l e m. Determine the velocity of point M on the rim of the

rolling wheel by introducing the instantaneous center of zero velocity.



P r o b l e m. Determine the velocity of the centre C of the pulley of radius r

and its angular velocity if load A is moving up with a velocity vA and load B

is moving down with a velocity vB. The thread does not slip and all its

sections are vertical. S o l u t i o n. As the thread does not slip on the

pulley, the velocities of points a and b of the

pulley are equal in magnitude to the velocities

of the loads, i.e., va = vA and vb = vB.

Knowing the velocities of points a and b and

assuming for convenience that vB > vA, we can

determine the position of the instantaneous

centre of zero velocity P of the pulley. Thecentre of zero velocity P of the pulley. The

velocity of the centre of pulley C is denoted by

the vector v
C
.





Besides, we know the direction of velocity v
E.

Gear 2 and the connecting rod are actually oneGear 2 and the connecting rod are actually one

body for which we know the direction of the

velocity of point C: vector v
C

is directed along

CA, as at point C the rod can only slide in the

rocker. By erecting the perpendiculars to v
A

and

v
C
, we obtain the instantaneous center of zero

velocity P of the body BAE.









P r o b l e m. A wheel rolls along a straight rail so that the velocity v
C

of its

center C is constant. Determine the acceleration of a point M on the rim of the

wheel.







S o l u t i o n. The wheel rotates about a

fixed point O. As it runs without slipping,

the points of the wheel on line OB must

have the same velocity as the points of

surface K, i.e., zero, and OB is thesurface K, i.e., zero, and OB is the

instantaneous axis of rotation of the wheel.



S o l u t i o n. Consider the motion of point M as a

resultant motion consisting of its relative motion

along OA and its motion together with OA.
The velocity u along OA is the relative velocity of

the point.



P r o b l e m. The current of a river of width h has a constant velocity v.

A man can row a boat in motionless water with a velocity u. Determine the

direction he should take in order to cross the river in the least possible time

and the point where he will reach the opposite bank.







The direction of these velocities are along OB and perpendicular to OB,

respectively.





For the block, the motion of the rocker is that 

of transport. 



Stopping the motion of the disc at time t, we findStopping the motion of the disc at time t, we find

that the relative motion of the pin is along a circle

of radius R.







It is apparent, therefore, that for motions with small velocities the

Coriolis acceleration can, for all practical purposes, be neglected.Coriolis acceleration can, for all practical purposes, be neglected.








